The aim of this paper is to present a method for neural network input parameters selection and preprocessing. The purpose of this network is to forecast foreign exchange rates using artificial intelligence. Two data sets are formed for two different economic systems. Each system is represented by six categories with 70 economic parameters which are used in the analysis. Reduction of these parameters within each category was performed by using the principal component analysis method. Component interdependencies are established and relations between them are formed. Newly formed relations were used to create input vectors of a neural network. The multilayer feedforward neural network is formed and trained using batch training. Finally, simulation results are presented and it is concluded that input data preparation method is an effective way for preprocessing neural network data.
Introduction
The economy of a country is a very complex scientific field affected by a large number of parameters. Detailed and comprehensive analysis is required to find some desired dependencies and correlations. Neural networks can be an advantage in processing those huge information databases (compared to classical mathematical approaches). If adequate input parameters are chosen, and the right structure of neural network is selected, desired results can be obtained in a simple and fast way. Fundamental characteristics of neural networks used in economic systems will be presented in Section 2. The purpose of this paper is to present how to optimize input parameters selection and how to do effective data sets processing (Sections 3 and 4). Reduced economic data (for two economic systems) are analyzed in Section 5. Mutual dependences of economic parameters are found and relationships between those parameters and real output values are defined. Network input vectors are formed in Section 5 also. The neural network is formed in Section 6, its structure is presented, and corresponding input and output data vectors are used for network inputs and outputs. Finally, simulation results of designed neural network are presented and analyzed.
Neural Networks Usage in Economic Systems
Predictive characteristics of neural networks are the major reasons for their growing presence in economy [1 -2] . Predicting share prices at the markets and forecasting exchange rates on daily or weekly basis are two of many areas of study in the field of artificial network usage in the economy. Random Walk mathematical model was used at the early beginnings of artificial network usages for monetary forecasting [3] . In [4] the authors use the values of eight economic indicators for predicting daily exchange rates of the Canadian Dollar. In addition to these types of networks, some authors were developing adaptive [5, 6] and recurrent neural networks [7] , also with currency predicting purposes. In general, two types of data can be used for predicting exchange rates. The first one is usage of exchange rate history data where vectors (exchange rate values and relevant dates) are used as neural network inputs and outputs [8] . Another type of data that can be applied to the inputs of a network are economic indicators. This is a more complex solution because from the huge number of parameters that affect the economy of a country (and automatically also a currency value) task is to choose only a couple of parameters. However, the most important parameter selection is no guarantee that neural network will provide good predictive results at the network output.
Economic Parameters and Principal Component Analysis
Neural network in this paper will be used to predict exchange rate of the Russian currency Ruble against the U.S. Dollar on a quarterly basis (four month prediction interval). The Author's idea is to place focus on relevant indicators of both economic systems (Russian and American). Let's reconsider that only parameters of the Russian Federation are used for determining exchange rates. If Russia achieves GDP growth of 2% at some point, this would result improvement of many economic indicators, directly affecting the exchange rate strengthening of their currency against the dollar. The drawback of this method can be seen immediately because the method is based on the state of a single economic system, without consideration of economic indicators in the other relevant system. Specifically, in this case, the value of the Ruble exchange rate is assumed with no knowledge of whether in the United States has happened some global economic changes that would affect dependence of two currencies. It would be credible to use only one economic system for input parameters only if it is considered that U.S. economic indicators are constant. The aim of this paper is to present a method for selecting input parameters that will take into consideration the both economic systems and their mutual dependencies that effect on the exchange rate values. What would that mean specifically? For example, further is found that GDP in the U.S. grew up by 5% for the same time period. That directly means that the Russian economy strengthened in a given time period, but tells also that the U.S. economy has progressed more than it was case in Russia. This will certainly imply by the falling value of the Ruble against Dollar, which is opposed to the earlier conclusion (when only one economic system was observed). Seventy economic parameters grouped into six categories are taken for initial input parameters: Main Economic Indicators Category (15 parameters), Real Sector Indicators Category (14 parameters), External Sector Indicators Category (2 parameters), Financial Sector Indicators Category (19 parameters), Government Finance Sector Indicators Category (5 parameters) and Market Sector Indicators Category (15 parameters). Information and names for each of these parameters are taken from relevant sites [9 -11] . Those parameters are chosen on the basis of their presence at [9 -11] . Parameters from six categories are used for analysis of Russian and American markets. This allows direct parameter comparisons of two economic systems and development of mutual dependencies and relations. All parameter values are taken quarterly (four month period) for the period 2008 -2012. Since this is the initial system with 140 input variables (70 for every economic system), where each of them is changing dynamically, it is estimated that quarterly changes of each parameter have sufficient informations for analysis. After performing first analysis and initial input parameters selection, next task is the optimization of selected inputs. The aim of the optimization process is to reduce significantly the initial number of input parameters within each category and to obtain new vectors. The new vectors present combination of selected input vectors and they are based on mutual dependencies and weight coefficients which will be proposed in the paper.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a data processing method which will be performed in this paper. PCA is widely used mathematical method that has a huge applicative area: processing large amount of data, signal processing, statistical data analysis, face recognition, data set identification, motion analysis, data clustering, and dimension reduction [12] . The main task of dimension reduction is to use PCA process on a data with a certain amount of redundancy. This redundant data will be removed from the initial database and that way dimension of data matrix will be reduced. Quality of informations which were provided by matrix will be kept, but with a smaller number of variables ( Fig. 1) . Task of PCA in this paper is to perform dimensionality reduction within each category for two economic systems. After finishing analysis and establishing relations between reduced variables, input vectors of neural network will be formed (Fig. 1) . Thus, the main objectives of the PCA method are the most important informations extraction (from the database), and unnecessary, redundant parameters removal.
PCA is forming new variables called principal components which are obtained as a linear combination of original initial variables [13] during the process. The method involves data set projection to a new coordinate system by specifying unit vectors and unit matrix. Basic operations for PCA implementation are mean value of a data set, standard deviation, variance and covariance. PCA directly determines unit vectors and unit values from covariance matrix. Covariance matrix determines how much parameter values are varying with respect to the mean value, depending on the other parameters. The most sensitive parameters will be required further (parameters with the largest number of variations) and their identification is the beginning of the input vector selection. The next step after obtaining the covariance matrix is the computation of unit vectors and unit values. Their sorting in descending order is done and components are classified according to their importance. Unit vector with the highest unit value is considered to be the most dominant component of the analysed data set. The goal of this first analysis is to extract the most dominant parameters and prepare them for further processing.
If reduction is well-performed the error is negligible, so reduced matrix will represent an adequate replacement for the original data set. In the next section results of applied PCA method will be shown. The task of second analysis is to evaluate the importance of each selected dominant component from Fig. 2 . This will determine whether it is possible to make a further reduction of extracted components. This analysis was performed using matrix components (Tables 1 and 2) where dependence for each dominant component was found (dependence with other components from categories they are belonging to). In Tables 1 and 2 are shown dependences only for the strongest correlations (because of paper compactness). Good parameter is considered to be the one whose correlations with the other parameters are as close as possible to numerical value 1, for each comparison. If a correlation between two elements is closer to one, their relationship to each other is stronger. Furthermore, as mutual relationship is stronger, dominant parameter will better represent parameters which are not dominant. Finally, the worst correlation coefficients from Tables 1 and 2 will be excluded from further analysis. After completion of the dimension reduction procedure, from 140 initial parameters (for both economic systems), the 12 most dominant components of the Russian economic system and 9 components of the U.S. economic system are formed and can be seen in Table 3 . In the next section, a procedure for establishing relations and dependencies between the most dominant components will be proposed. Also, after establishing principles of mutual relationships between components, network input vectors will be formed.
Table 3
The most dominant components for two economic systems. 
Mutual Relations and Input Vector Forming Procedure
Once the selection of dominant components is done, the next task is to design neural network input vectors. Parameter influence adjustments will be made according to their significance. Parameter influences will be presented by coefficients α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , α 5 , α 6 for each category respectively. Importance of parameters within initial categories is the main reason for coefficients induction. For example, if three dominant parameters are selected from category with 19 parameters, these parameters are going to have a higher coefficient compared to three dominant parameters that are selected from category with 5 parameters. Coefficients are calculated using the equation:
where variable K i is the number of parameters of i-th category, while 70 is the total number of parameters of one economic system. Numerical values of coefficients according to (1) are:
The last step at a procedure of input vector forming is the optimization of dominant parameters. The author's desire was to form a single input vector for each of 6 categories. It would reduce the network input dimension, and network speed would increase. In order to achieve the desired quality of input vectors, the standard deviation method will be applied on dominant parameters (within each category separately). The entire range of values of dominant parameters will be expressed this way. Also, the high variability of input vector values will be achieved. The standard deviation will be determined according to the formula:
where X i is i-th dominant parameter and n is the number of dominant parameters within each category. The standard deviation for each category is found according to this formula. The number of dominant parameters within each category was determined in the previous section. After finding standard deviation values for each category, final input vector values are obtained by their multiplication with appropriate coefficients: ,
where X CAT is final input vector, α i appropriate calculated coefficient (where i is in the range 1 -6), and s CAT corresponding standard deviation value. Forming procedure for all input vectors is presented in Table 4 . Described optimization method is finished after calculating input vectors. Initial 140 input vectors for both economic systems are reduced to 12 new input vectors after applying complete optimization method. In the next section neural network will be formed and simulation results will be presented. 
Neural Network Development and Simulation Results
Elemental feedforward multilayer neural network with 12 inputs and 1 output was used for simulation purposes. Feedforward network is commonly used for forecasting purposes so it will be also used in this paper. Standard hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function (tansig) was integrated inside the network. Formed input vectors from Section 5 are applied to the network inputs. Vector formed from the actual exchange rate values RUB/DOLL (for the corresponding period of 2008-2012th) [14] is brought to the network output for the training purposes. Number of units inside network hidden layer is three. The network has undergone the procedure of batch training and optimization during the learning cycle was performed by the method of decreasing gradient. Relation graph between predicted and real output values for defined time period can be seen in Fig. 3 , as well as error rates of predicted values compared to the actual values.
An error rate of predicted exchange rates occurs within a range of 0 to ±0.003 which presented in percentages is from 0 to 10%. It can be concluded from Fig. 3 that the predictive ability of the network is not completely satisfactory. It should be noted that the most of the predicted values occur with an error in the range 0 to 5%, which is a good starting point for further researches. Error computations based on the testing samples are presented in Table 4 . From model summary can be observed that testing errors are smaller compared to training errors. That can be considered as a good result and it is proved that learning procedure was effective and input and output vectors were formed on satisfactory principles. This method showed to be a good starting point for proposing complete data pre-processing phase for neural network usage. More effort will be made at future researches on testing proposed method and making modifications. Better results could be achieved with neural network modifications: by changing a type of the network, a number of hidden layers and the number of neurons, changing training process type, learning rate, by introducing input parameter delays etc. The results of optimization method have been applied to the elemental multilayer neural network, and it is proved that such a simple network is adequate for obtaining satisfactory output values if input data is properly processed. 
Conclusion
The paper describes the optimization method for relevant input parameter selection for the purpose of exchange rate prediction. The PCA reduction method is applied to initial 140 economic indicators in the two economic systems, by which the number of parameters is reduced to 21 in total. Furthermore, importance degrees of each of the six analysed economic categories are found and weight coefficients of those categories are determined from importance degrees. Relations among dominant parameters (parameters separated after reduction) are established, and standard deviation method was applied for each of reduced economic category. Finally, 12 input vectors are formed after finishing optimization method described in this paper. A simple feedforward multi-layer neural network is further designed, with 12 newly created vectors applied to the network inputs. A vector with real values of exchange rates (for 4 months' time interval) is applied to the network output and experimental results of trained neural network are presented. It has been shown that the selection method has satisfactory results. In a following article type of neural network that would enable maximizing predictive performances for optimization method presented in this paper will be proposed, also as further researches on proposed method. 9 References
